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S.No Participant Name College State Feedback Suggestion

1 Pendyala Phani Srinivas JNTUH Telangana Great learning. Very good faculties. Its really helps to my career
growth.

no need .

2 Mohammed Aijaz Ahmed JNTUH had been a great experience and a journey to learn new skills let us have the access to the
recording of classes so that we
can look when ever requried

3 J MAHITH SAI JNTUH University College of
Engineering Hyderabad

Andhra
Pradesh

SCDE organized classes very well, the faculty was good Exam portal should be improved

4 KODURU SESHA SAI
SREYA

ST.ANN'S COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
((Autonomous), Affiliated To
Osmania University)

Telangana the course had given me additional skill and it was a lot to learn. it would be good if the time
schedule is fixed .

5 KOTHAKAPU SOWMYA JNTUH Telangana HI Team, This Online course program was fantastic idea and the course
was really helpful for me. The staff was very good in explaining all
concepts in easy and simpler way, that really made us to learn quickly.
Getting the new coming courses in online way is very helpful for both
working and non-working and also for professionals who are looking for
up-skilling their career. Thanks, JNTU-HYD

would be better if sticked to fixed
staff, because for one concept
there were like almost 4-5
teachers changed..

6 Annaparthi Sree divya Malla Reddy Engineering college Telangana It was very nice ,i learned a lot Machine learning and deep
learning should have more pratcial
classes

7 YAMJALA MAHATHI Osmania University Telangana It's good No, all good

8 SuryaKoushik Reddy
Narra

JNTU, Hyderabad Telangana incredible course the lectures should be as planned



9 MD HAMEEDUDDIN Amazon Telangana My gratitude to you for all you have done, which I will never forget. I
truly appreciate you and your time you spent helping me in many
occasions. Thank you very much for the course. I enjoyed every minute
of your lecture as well as your marvelous sense of humor.

No suggestions

10 RAMANENI SRIDHAR
NAIDU

MLR Institution of technology Telangana The course was well organized, starting with the basics, also the
teacher's explanation was good, especially Ganapathi Raju sir. The
online platform for the course was easy to use. It was nice to connect
with other people who were learning data science. I would recommend
this course to anyone who wants to learn data science. Thank You.

The course would be better if the
interaction is more between the
teacher (mentor) and students.

11 Neha Shri Meka JNTUH It was very interesting to learn new things. Nothing

12 MOHAMMAD YACUB SIR C R REDDY AUTONOMUS
COLLEGE

Andhra
Pradesh

I have learned the best topics and it is useful for me No comments

13 U VIJAY IT Telangana Thank you Na

14 Tulasi Pudi Jntu Maharashtra I have enrolled in this program to enhance my technical skills to be on
par with current trends. I have opted for JNTU as it is very highly
esteemed University. Right from the announcement of the program ,
we have been well intimated about the sessions and their schedule and
faculty too. Faculty is very good and has provided us with detailed and
important technical aspects. Especially Ganapathi Raju sir and Mohan
sir who are very elobarative and provided us with best examples for the
respective topics. Our special thanks to Mr. Venugopal sir who is the
anchor for this program. He has organised this programme very
efficiently and has put in lot of efforts to well organise this program.
Thank you SCDE team for coming up with this kind of course which will
help us in thriving in our careers.

Every thing is very good. One
aspect that can be improved is to
organise these courses in step
wise process. Like python in first
term. And then ML, NLP etc.
People who have enough
knowledge in python can skip that
term and vice versa. Otherwise
this is very well organised course.

15 THATI AHLADHA svs group of institutions Telangana I am happy and satisfied by the overall subjects. There are too many sirs for the
modules and some of the modules
were repeatedly taught. Also the
subjects i felt little difficult as they
were fast.

16 Prasanthi Kurapati Banking Very beneficial course Certificate awarding could be
faster



17 GUMMADAVELLI BHAVANI
SHANKAR

JNTUH I recently completed the Data Science with Python Programming course
from SCDE, JNTUH. Overall, I was very impressed with the course.
Instructors were knowledgeable and helpful. Here are some specific
things that I liked about the course: The course was broken down into
manageable modules, and each module was well-structured with clear
learning objectives. The instructors were knowledgeable and helpful.
The instructors were all experienced data scientists with a wealth of
knowledge to share. They were also very helpful and responsive to
student questions. The hands-on projects were a great way to put what
I was learning into practice. The projects were challenging but
rewarding, and they helped me to build my skills and confidence in
using Python for data science.

Offer more opportunities for peer-
to-peer collaboration. The course
could benefit from more
opportunities for students to
collaborate with each other on
projects. This would help students
to learn from each other and to
get different perspectives on the
material. Provide more resources
for students who are struggling.
The course could provide more
resources for students who are
struggling with the material. This
could include providing additional
practice problems, offering
tutoring sessions, or creating a
forum where students can ask
questions and get help from each
other. Introduce live coding and
instructor-led projects Regularly
update the instructor's ppt's in the
scde portal Give lifetime access to
course material

18 DANDE RAJU GREENFIELDS ENGINEERS
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS -
GESTS

Telangana Dear Sir(s), It has been a great course from JNTUH (SCDE) right from
design, implementation and course completion. I would like to thank co-
ordinator, facilitating our needs during the course duration. Also like to
thank all, i.e, The Director, Registrar, professors, guide, teaching team
for sharing insights, depths of DS conducting after office hour's time.
Also, want to thank IT team for providing the recorded classes viewable.

These are my suggestions as per
applicability / for improvement
may be considered: 1. The exam
link had some issues - like ISP
providers were blocking the link
and may be for next batch, please
allow students to check one day in
advance for such issues do not
creep at last minute tension. 2.
May be professors be limited to
few (I can not suggest number)
per subject, we as learners gain
momentum from professors
approach for subject approach. I
really appreciate getting so many
of them on board would have been
variety vs nightmare. Thank you
Sir(s) SCDE. 3. Online classes be
made available for us all time for
ready reference or ONE year from
now. It would be a great help for
us to launch using DS course
opportunities.



19 BOLLEPALLI KIRANKUMAR BANDARI SRINIVAS INSTITUTE OF
TCHNOLOGY

Telangana Nice session and i very much thank to all . Request you to improve for non
cse students also .

20 Dr.G.Sucharitha Institute of Aeronautical
Engineering

Telangana Good na

21 Gunda Rohith JNTUH Telangana Good but including pratical session is must and those are lacking
.Inspite of that everything is fine.

Just include practical sessions

22 Sumanka Srivani Goli JNTUH EXCELLENT NONE

23 VEMULA ANIL JNTUH School of continuing and distance education with the course of data
science python programming explains about different ML algorithms
well and good.

Totally good

24 Dhenuvakonda Lakshmi
Bhavani

Vasavi College of Engineering,
Hyderabad

Telangana Good More examples

25 Srikanth Bommakanti IT Telangana n/a n/a

26 varsha sudhakar G. Narayanamma Institute Of
Technology and Science for
Women

Telangana It was great learning about new concepts from SCDE,JNTUH, the way
the faculty taught us was clearly understood and taught. Thanks to
SCDE,JNTUH for providing us such a great opportunity.

No suggestions.

27 NALLA SAI KRISHNA
REDDY

JNTUH Telangana Good .

28 Neeli Venkata Siva JNTU Hyderabad Andhra
Pradesh

It was nice program. Kindly give access to videos for more time. Need more focus on big data part.

29 Lakshmi Kameshwari
Mosaliganti

JNTUH It is really a knowledge gaining sessions and we learnt so much from
these classes and it is very helpful

No suggestions

30 Radhika Perumal SCDE JNTUH Andhra
Pradesh

The SCDE organized DSPP course was excellent, and the entire staff
was very supportive. Professor Venu garu took on the challenge of
communicating with all the students throughout the sessions and
submissions. The hard work of Team SCDE behind this was greatly
appreciated. Highly recommended!

All the professors have done a
good job.

31 JEELIGAM VENKATESH JNTUH Good tutors with all techinical resources makes the program u
Paralleled. Thanks to Faculty & Venugopal garu. Thanks, JVenkatesh

Na

32 FARHEEN SULTANA JNTU Telangana Thank you Thank you

33 Ganga Raju Saladi JNTUH SCDE Telangana It was a good programme Real-time exposures have to be
added more

34 ADIMULAPU RUTHVIK SCDE It was good but the switching of the professorâ��s is not done
well.some are good and some are not understandable at all

Fix professor

35 Thulasi M JNTUH Telangana The course is very useful. More Practical sessions to be
incorporated in future.



36 UPPU SUSHEEL KUMAR JNTUH I was great learning None

37 POTUPALLY SURYAKANTH JNTUH Telangana These course very good and teached by good faculty and good
explantion thank you sir

Very good and improve something
better

38 Sampangi Sumalatha JNTUH It's very good course for who has got gap in their carrier. Supporting
team was very good.And subject professor's are very encouraging

Please give the course details
before class start .and please
maintain the teaching order.

39 MOHAMMED ABDUL
RIZWAN

MALLA RADDY COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING/JNTUH

Telangana Thank you very much! Exactly what I wanted""I really enjoyed it. The
skills from this course will be really valuable "Thank you for a fantastic
course" "Thank you so much for this helpful and beautiful course! Very
nice that I could be part of this course."

"It is a top quality course. Keep
going, we need this type of course
to improve our studies. Excellent.
Thank you!!" "Well done. Good
course. I really enjoyed this class
and the format it was presented
in. For me, I learn and retain much
more through an online class the
point is classes should not be
postpone to next day because
many are students and worker
here,so they have to maintain the
time overall point of view is too
good keep it up and looking
forward for more useful skill from
scde thank you so much

40 NAGARAJU BOTTU ELLENKI Andhra
Pradesh

It was a great experience and all staff specially venu gopal sir and
Ganapathi Raju garu the way he reached it was really great to have his
lectures.one suggestion from my end more practicals while doing
classes

Kindly arrange more practical
examples which conducting
classes

41 Mohammed Abdul Wasay Distance Education Telangana It was a really good experience and teachers were really good and they
have answered all queries ver well.

not really everything was good



42 Nagendra Mangali TEKSystems pvt ltd Karnataka Below are my ratings for each of the subjects. Python: Excellent ML:
Good DL: Excellent NLP: Good BigData: Not Good. As per my
experience, Overall program is very good. Thanks a lot for giving me
the opportunity to learn DSPP. I really appreciate your initiative to
provide opportunity for students to upgrade their skills on latest
technologies. Course fee is also very less compared to outside
organisations. Thank you very much.

Big data teaching was very bad.
The male professor who was
teaching was not upto the mark.
He was simply wasting our time
during sessions. Expecting
responses from participants for
every question may not work in
online classes. The lady professors
who taught were very good, but
they took very few sessions. I
understand, you were trying to
give basic idea on BigData but In
my opinion, you could have
avoided BigData subject in the
syllabus as it is a very big subject
to teach within short duration.
Instead of that we could have
spent more time on ML,DL & NLP. I
felt like not all ML algorithms were
taught in detail. Many algorithms
were just showcased using coding
and not explained the way those
algorithms works internally. Which
is very important to know because
in the interviews they will ask that
only not the coding. Ganapathi
Raju sir taught Python & basic ML
& basic NLP algorithms very well. I
appreciate his command over the
session and participants. But he
was afraid to go in depth
teachings on complex algorithms.
Mohan sir's teaching was
excellent. He taught DL algorithms
very well. Sai sir's case studies
were also very good. Thanks
Again.

43 Radhika M S JNTUH Good Good



44 ERRUM SANTHOSH FORTUNAPIX PVT.LTD Telangana Dear Sir/ Madam! The Data science with python programming course is
very good. The subjects content with this course is good and will be
useful to every student whether the student is working or not working.
In future there is a scope to get a job on this domain definitely. Now a
days getting the job on any domain is very difficult. but data science is
very fast growing technology and everyone will get the job for sure
after getting the Data science certificate. because this JNTU providing
certificate is worth and valuable. Coming to professors who ever taught
the entire course are good and organized well. Thanks to SCDE, JNTUH
for providing the course. Regards, ERRUM.SANTHOSH

My suggestion is, for each subject
arrange the one professor. so that
student can easily understand the
classes. Coming to Video classes,
there is no download option or
permanent access to students. so
here my question is, if student
want to revision the subject how
they can listen the classes? i
asked jntu administration
regarding this issue earlier, but
they told me, its not possible. my
question is how many months we
can able to watch and listen the
classes for revision? now i am able
to listening the classes. please let
me know, regarding this issue.
Thanks!

45 NANDIPATI DHARMA TEJA JNTU Telangana I appreciate the professors for the outstanding mentoring.The lectures
and the provided materials are excellent. Thank you for giving me this
wonderful opportunity to earn this certificate. The entire course was
very well organised.

All good.Keep going.

46 DHATHRI GUTTA Persistent systems Ltd./ IT Telangana Thanks for giving such a wonderful opportunity. Need to plan total course before
start then it will go smooth
manner.

47 Syed Wajid Ali JNTUH You are a great instructor: organized, responsive, patient and able to
clearly explain complex topics and nuances. Words are powerless to
express my gratitude to you. I thank you from the bottom of my heart
for never letting me down. My gratitude to you for all you have done,
which I will never forget.

nothing

48 KOTAKONDA ASHA
JYOTHI

JNTUH Excellent No suggestions


